Stereologic evidence for persistence of viable neurons in layer II of the entorhinal cortex and the CA1 field in Alzheimer disease.
The entorhinal cortex and hippocampus are the first cortical regions to be affected by the degenerative cellular process that leads to Alzheimer disease (AD) and display a limited degree of neuronal alterations in normal aging. Several quantitative studies have reported a substantial loss of neurons in these regions and a parallel increase in the number of neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs). However, accurate quantitative data on the dynamics of NFT formation are lacking. Here, we performed a stereologic assessment of the proportions of intracellular and extracellular (ghost) NFTs (iNFTs and eNFTs, respectively) and unaffected neurons in layer II of the entorhinal cortex and in the pyramidal cell layer of the CA1 field of the hippocampus in elderly control cases compared to cases with varying degrees of cognitive dysfunction. The data revealed differential rates of formation of iNFTs and eNFTs between the 2 regions and confirmed the presence of a severe disease-associated, but not age-related, neuronal loss. They also revealed that large numbers of neurons may persist either unaffected or in a transitional stage of NFT formation until the late stages of AD progression. These neurons with viability potential constitute 73% of the total numbers of profiles in layer II of the entorhinal cortex and 77% in the CA1 field in cases with a Clinical Dementia Rating score of 3. Whereas it is not possible in the present study to assess how functional such neurons with altered physiology might be, it is nonetheless likely that these transitional neurons open new options for potential therapeutic interventions aimed at protecting neurons vulnerable to neurofibrillary degeneration.